THE PEOPLES’ UNIFIED ANTI-IMPERIALIST POPULAR AFRICAN DE MOCAMBIQUE (FUNIFAMO) TELEGRAM TO THE CONFERENCES OF THE HEADS OF AFRICA’S INDEPENDENT STATES AND PRIME MINISTERS AT ADDIS ABABA — ETHIOPIA.

YOUR EXCELLENCIES,

THE PEOPLES’ UNIFIED ANTI-IMPERIALIST POPULAR AFRICAN DE MOCAMBIQUE (FUNIFAMO) EQUATION AFRICANPEOPLES’ ANTI-IMPERIALIST UNITED FRONT PROPOSED 1963. AFTER THE NATION WILTERNAL OF MOCAMBIQUE AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION AND UNIFAMO DEMOCRATIC, NATIONAL DE MOCAMBIQUE THE PARTIES WHICH SOLELY FORMED THE LONE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IMPERIALISTS CONTROLLED AND MANIPULATED DEPUTY IMPEL SIREIMUNA LIBERATION FRONT LEPIMU LIVERD THE AFRICA’S GREEK HISTORICAL CONFERENCE FOR OUR SALVATION, TREMENDOUS SUCCESS INTO UNIFYING AFRICA TO COMBAT AGAINST FOREIGN DOMINATION.

OUR PEOPLES’ FRONT APPEALS FROM THIS CONFERENCE THE FOLLOWING:—

1. ACCELERATED MILITARY AND POLITICAL TRAINING TO OUR CAIRES.
2. WAR MATERIALS AND FINANCIAL AID.
3. RECOGNITION OF POLITICAL POWER SET UP IN MOCAMBIQUE BY OUR FORCES EVEN OCCUPYING ONE SQUARE MILE.
4. STRONG CONDEMNATION OF PORTUGUESE COLONIALISTS AND THEIR ALLIES THE WRO IMPERIALISTS BLOCK HELD BY UNITED STATES REACTIONARY IMPERIALISTS.
5. CUTTING OFF ALL TYPES OF RELATIONS WITH PORTUGAL.
6. CONFISCATION OF ALL PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT OWNED PROPERTIES IN AFRICA AND D.
7. REFUSAL OF SETTLEMENT AND TRANSIT VISA TO PORTUGUESE CITIZENS DEALING WITH THEM INDIVIDUALLY.

WE WISH THIS CONFERENCE VITAL SUCCESS FOR NAMIBIA’S LIBERATION.

LONG LIVE AFRICAN UNITY.

MATHEW MOOLO, NATIONAL PRESIDENT-MUNU.

CABELO ESGUINDE, NATIONAL PRESIDENT-UBENDA.

CARLISLE SINGEAK, PROVISIONAL REPRESENTATIVE-MUNGO.

FOR THE PEOPLES’ UNIFIED ANTI-IMPERIALIST POPULAR AFRICAN DE MOCAMBIQUE.